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Abstract—In this paper we propose a novel searchable P2P
content storage for storing mobile apps. In the growing need
of storing and distributing huge number mobile apps across
large number of users, it has been deemed necessary to think
of a storage that leverages enormous amount of content space
that common people can share these days. In our proposal, we
leverage popular P2P stores, such as standard DHTs, for storing
apps. One problem with DTHs is that they support flat names
(denoted as keys) for content objects, which do not make content
objects searchable by their different attributes. When users look
for a certain app in an app store, they do not necessarily look
by their unique names, instead by a set of attribute-value pairs
(multi-attribute queries). We devise a technique, called predicate
hashing, by which we hash these attribute-value pairs into hashed
keys that are in turn used to locate corresponding apps from
the underlying DHT. By doing this we effectively instrument
flat named DHTs into reverse ifndexable content store. To this
end, we build Sponge, a Kademlia based P2P app store, and do
simulation based experiments to show that Sponge can retrieve
content against multi-attribute queries.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we propose a searchable P2P content store for
storing software applications (a.k.a, apps ), particularly mobile
apps. Over the past half a decade, mobile apps have become
significantly popular because of a reasonable revolution in
smart phones. And the demand is increasing day by day.
Usually applications are served to the users from a common
centralized storage, which are known as an App Store. An
app store is generally a form of an online store, where users
browse through different categories and genres of applications,
view information and reviews related to apps, purchase the
apps (if necessary and required so), and then automatically
download and install the application on their devices. There are
many online stores which serve mono platform based app such
as Google play [1] for Android platform, iTunes [3] or App
Store [4] for iPhone platform and so on. There are also some
cross-platform based stores which serve application software
for various platforms such as Handmark [5], Opera store [6],
etc. But these cross-platform based stores do not have a large
number of application software. While cross-platform stores
may not have a large number of apps, popular app store has
gigantic number of apps (Google Play has nearly 1.3 million
apps [2]) requiring a huge amount storage.

In the growing need of storing and distributing huge
number apps, particularly mobile apps, across a large number

of users, it has been deemed necessary to think of a storage that
can leverage enormous amount of content space that common
people can share these days. Peer to peer (P2P) systems allow
such leverages. In that, participant nodes dedicate some of
disk space to form a P2P app store. A P2P app store can be
motivated in several folds. Firstly, due to distributed in nature
a P2P app store would be highly scalable and available that are
fundamental requirements for app store, where a large number
of developers put their content into it and a larger number of
users download those apps. Secondly, developers who produce
and push apps in the store can easily dedicate their disk space
for this system to be built and they have direct incentives for
doing so. Unlike single platform popular app stores (such as
Google Play for Android), a P2P app store can host apps
for all possible platforms (such as Android, iOS, Windows
and Blackberry). For higher dissemination, developers indeed
create the same app for different platforms so the developer
can publish them to the same store and maintain them easily.
Finally, a large number of apps are usually free so shared
nature of a P2P store matches the economic mode1.

Large scale P2P storages are usually implemented as DHTs
(distributed hash tables). So DHTs could be a natural choice
for the app store. One problem with using DHTs is that
they support only at names (denoted as keys ) for content
objects, which do not make content objects searchable by their
different attributes. When users look for a certain app in an
app store, they do not necessarily look by their unique names,
instead by a set of attribute-value pairs usually given as a
high level description, e.g., “talking tom for Android tablet”.
Unlike other P2P based file and content sharing system, such
as web cache [8], P2P citeseer [9], where contents are retrieved
by application generated unique names, an app store must
have in situ search capabilities to find applications satisfying
certain criteria, specified by a search query. These search
queries, although are usually obtained as high level strings
from users, are translated into a set of attribute-value pairs
for an appropriately defined set of attributes. For example, a
user query for “talking tom” originated on an Android tablet
can be translated into {name=“talking tom”, category=“game”,
platform=“android”, device=“tablet” }. We hence assume that
search queries are expressed mainly as a set of attribute-value
pairs, called as predicates.

1Even though apps are not free, arrangement can be made for the corre-
sponding developer to earn the fee. Sharing the platform cost could be tricky
though.978-1-4799-8126-7/15$31.00 c©2015 IEEE
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In our proposal, we leverage popular P2P stores, such as
standard DHTs, for storing apps. The core technique we use
is called predicate hashing in which everything, that is data
objects (i.e., apps) as well as query strings, is converted into
hash keys that are later inserted and looked up in the DHT
overlay formed by the participant nodes. The system only relies
on the very fundamental service available in all DHTs, namely
lookup(key), that locates the node labeled by an identifier,
‘key’ (or the node responsible for representing this ‘key’).
Once the node is obtained, appropriate RPC methods can be
invoked in order to perform specific operations on that node,
namely insert and search operations. While hashing data
objects are rather easy (done by their unique UUIDs or keys),
query predicates need special attention: attribute-value pairs
in the predicate are hashed to generate keys that are in turn
used to locate corresponding apps from the underlying DHT.
By doing this, we effectively instrument the at named DHTs to
become a reverse indexable content store. One of the strengths
of the scheme is that we do not assume any specific DHT
in place, rather any DHT, such as Chord [13], Pastry [14]
and Kademlia [18], works alike. In our implementation, we
however use Kademlia.

To this end, we propose Sponge, a distributed P2P app
store. In this system, peer nodes arrange themselves in a DHT.
Apps are stored at a location hashed by their keys (key is an
opaque bit string that uniquely identifies each individual app).
Meta information about an app, which is constructed as a list
of attribute-value pairs, is also stored at certain locations (again
hashed by the attribute-value pairs in a certain fashion). Query
strings are also routed to specific nodes (obtained through
hashing over the string) so that objects satisfying the query
strings can be retrieved from those nodes. In our scheme, we
consider apps as bundle of binary data payloads described by a
set of attribute-values that are signed and ready to be installed
on devices once downloaded from the content store. In that,
we use the terms apps, objects, and content interchangeably.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we will describe the model and architecture of our system.
We will describe query engine in Section III followed by
the experimental setup and results in Section IV. Then we
conclude briefly in Section V.

II. MODEL AND ARCHITECTURE

Our system provides a multi-attribute based query solution
for hierarchically clustered environments. In this section,
we describe the basic working of Sponge followed by a
description of attributes and meta data model.

A. Basic Working of Proposed System

Sponge constitutes a DHT of participating nodes, called
peer nodes. There are two kind of users in Sponge, namely
those who “put” content into the app sotre (called clients),
and those who “get” apps (called users). When a developer
(client) wants to deploy an app to the store, he needs to provide
some information about the app. We use these information
as attributes of the data object (app). The provided list of
attributes are then used to find a list of suitable locations
(nodes) in the DHT in order to store that object (app content)

onto them. An user may search for an app to download and
install on his/her device. A high level description of the query
provided by user is transformed to a list of attribute-value
pairs. This transformation is, however, beyond our scope; we
only assume such transformation exists. A distributed search
is then initiated across the overlay. The primary objective of
the query is to locate those peers that hold the requested
objects. Sometimes this query is mapped to exactly one app or
sometimes to a list of apps. So, our system responds providing
a list of apps (by their names or unique Ids), but not the original
content themselves. When a user chooses an app to download
and install, only then the original app content will be served to
the user (i.e., retrieved from the DHT). A measurable amount
of messages will be passed in the process while inserting
objects to the store and also while searching and downloading
apps from the store.

B. Types of Attributes

When a developer wants to deploy an app to the store,
s/he will need to provide some information about the app.
Sponge transforms the provided information as attributes of
the app. An app can be uniquely identified by using a certain
combination of these attributes. In our system, there are four
types of attributes namely Searchable, Hashable, Displayable
and Mutable. Searchable attributes are those which are used
to search an app or a collection of apps from the store. These
attributes are defined during uploading the app content only
once and are not changed later such as name, platform, cate-
gory etc. Searchable attributes are visible to users. Hashable
attributes are those attributes which are used to locate nodes
in the DHT (by hashing on them). All hashable attributes are
searchable, but the converse is not true. For example, for a
query “games released after 2012”, attribute, category, is
hashable, but releaseyear is not. Later we shall show
attributes to take a certain exact value (rather than a range)
is hashable. Comparable or Displayable attributes are those
attributes based of whose values result set of a query is or-
dered, for example rating, popularity, version,
etc. Mutable attributes are those which can be changed with
time, such as popularity, rating, downloadcount, etc. These
attributes are mostly updated through on the user’s feedback.
We can argue that searchable attributes are not mutable.

C. (Meta) Data Model

An object is defined {id, (a1, v1), (a2, v2), . . . , (an, vn),
payload}, where vi is the value of attribute ai and key is
the preprocessed value of attribute list, and payload is the
actually binary content of the app. Except the payload, rests
are assumed as meta data of the object.

The meta data modeling is an important part of the system.
Efficiently serving to a query depends much on it. Such as size
cannot be stored as meta information. Because, users don’t try
to make a search giving the size of the app. App description,
normally the attribute list provided by developers and some
preprocessing values of it are treated as meta information about
the object. Our system stores meta information for each app as
a set of (attribute, value) pairs. A popular app named ‘DX Ball’
can be expressed as: {(category, Games), (subcategory, Ar-
cade), (releaseyear, 2014), (platform, Android), (version,
1.1.1), (language, English), (country, Bangladesh), (device,
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Mobile)} along with {(downloadcount, 0), (rating, 4.0),
(size, 2MB)}. Here, downloadcount and rating are Mutable
attributes and can be used to order the popular apps or display
the search results in some particular order as discussed in II-B.
In any presentation of the list of attributes (whether in objects
and in query strings) we always assume that attributes are
ordered alphabetically.

D. Overlay Construction

At the very beginning of execution, we have fixed the total
number of nodes participated in the system. No new node will
be connected to the system. But some nodes may go down and
later they can also join the network. In the network topology,
we consider that every node is connected to the Internet and
forms a standard kademlia network as in Figure 1. They can
communicate with each other through the Internet. It will be
easy to maintain query engine of our system in such network
topology. An object can be stored via any node of the system.
During the insertion, system automatically makes some copies
of it’s meta information to store it in specific number of peer
nodes. But the original content is stored in one location which
is retrieved only when user tends to install the app. Similarly a
search query can be made at any node. Sponge automatically
initiate a distributed search and does the rest of the post
processing works to retrieve results.

III. QUERY ENGINE

Sponge has been designed to provide multi-attribute based
query solution. Once the system is initiated, it becomes ready
to store objects and serve queries. Original object is stored
in the content node and meta information about that object is
fused in the peer nodes in the form of query overlay. In the
next two subsections, we describe how data items are stored
in Sponge and queries are served to the users.

A. Insertion of Object

When someone wants to insert (upload) an object
(data item, d) to the sytem, s/he will provide a list
of attributes (a1, a2, a3, . . . , an). Algorithm 1 describes the
insertion operation of an object to the system. Here,
clients invoke insertObject(object) procedure. On the
other hand, Sponge node invokes insert(key, object)
and insertMetadata(key, object.metadata) pro-
cedures. These procedures are called through RPC.

Algorithm 1 Insertion of an Object

object = {key, (a1, v1), (a2, v2), . . . , (an, vn), payload}

insert(key, object){
contentstore[key] = object
}

insertMetadata(key, object.metadata){
// mstore is a metadate storage
mstore[key].Add(object.metadata)
}

insertObject(object){
id = DHT.hash(key)
node = DHT.lookup(id)
node.insert(key, object)
for binary representation of i from 0 to 2n − 1 do

list = ∅
if number of ‘1’ in i <= k then
mask = 2n−1

for k in 1 to n do
if i & mask! = 0 then

list = list ∪ (ai, vi)
end if
mask = mask >> 1

end for
id = DHT.hash(list)
node = DHT.lookup(id)
node.insertMetadata(key, object.metadata)

end if
end for
}

First of all, the system performs a consistent hash function
on key provided in object description and generates a node
id to store the object. Sponge initiates a standard Kademlia
DHT lookup(id) to locate the peer node responsible for
this ‘id’. This is location where the app is stored. Sponge
then tries to fuse meta information of this object across a
set of peer nodes based in its attribute-value pairs. In this,
Sponge actually attempts to pseudo-produce a set of query
predicates (each being a list of attribute-value pairs) that this
particular object can satisfy. These queries are nothing but
several combination of various attribute value pairs of this very
object, because a search with these attribute-value pairs should
return this object. Since generating all combinations can be
expensive (exponential in size), the system uses combinations
upto a certain size, k. In that, predicates with 1 attribute (out of
total of n), combinations with any 2 attributes, combinations
with any 3 attributes, thus upto k attributes are generated. So
a total of

(
n
1

)
+
(
n
2

)
+ . . . +

(
n
k

)
=
∑k

i=1

(
n
i

)
predicates are

generated.

Each of the generated predicate is then hashed (described)
to find the corresponding DHT nodes where the object’s meta
information is stored. Note that at this stage, only the meta
information, not the original binary payload, is stored at those
nodes. When any of these query predicates is made by users
later on, one of these nodes would be in turn reached, thus
retrieving the corresponding objects satisfying the query. Note



that metadata of a single object is stored at several different
nodes, which gives high robustness in retrieving objects amid
of network dynamics, such as node failures.

Algorithm 2 Searching Object

Require: search string: S
search query:s1, s2, s3, ..., sn ∈ S

query = {P, limit}
P = {lav, lar, lad}
lav = (attribute, value) pairs (hashable attributes)
lar = (attribute, range) pairs (searchable attributes)
lad = list of displayable attributes
limit =number of items to be returned

search(query){
// items having exact match with attributes
items = mstore.LookupItems(query.listav)
result = ∅
for item in items do

if (satisfy(item, listar)) then
result.add(item)

end if
end for
//sort items in results based on attributes in listad
return keys of result[0:limit]
}

retrieveObject(key){
return contentstore[key]
}

searchObjects(query)
query = (a1, v1), (a2, v2), . . . , (am, vm)
if m <= k then
node = DHT.lookup(DHT.hash(query))
result = node.search(query)

else
// Take first k attribute value pairs from query
// let this be qk
node = DHT.lookup(DHT.hash(qk))
result = node.search(query)

end if
return result

B. Serving Queries

Once the data items are inserted, our system is ready to
serve queries. The system is designed to serve for both single
attribute and multi attribute queries. When an user searches for
app(s) in the store, he provides a query predicate a distributed
search is initiated in the system. Algorithm 2 describes the
searching of object(s) in the system.

Every query is expressed as a predicate, P , over an attribute
set of the requested objects. In that, each query would specify
specific requirements over a set of attributes that the requested
content objects should satisfy. These specification can be in
form of an attribute-value pair which asks a certain attribute
to be of a certain value (i.e., using “equal to” operator), or it
can be using any other operators, say relational operators. In

general a query predicate, P , can be expressed as a boolean
AND of multiple boolean clauses as follows:

P = q1 ∧ q2 ∧ q3 . . . ∧ ql, where, clause qi = (ai, vi) is
an attribute-value pair for an attribute ai, which is true, for
an object x, if the value of ai attribute of object x compares
equal to vi. If the object does not have attribute ai, it is false.
Object x is said to satisfy P if and only if P(x) is true for
object x. That is, q1(x) ∧ q2(x) ∧ . . . ∧ ql(x) is true.

In Sponge, queries are rather general, in that, we can
pass not only (a, v) pairs but also other forms of predicate
clauses. In that, qi’s can be of the forms like (ai, ri) where
attribute can take a value from a range ri = (low, high) and
(aiopvi), where op can be any arbitrary binary operator (e.g.,
≥). Sponge explicitly considers only equal clauses, that is,
attribute-value (ai, vi) pair clauses in the predicates. These
attributes are treated as hashable. Attributes that appear in
range clauses or in operator clauses will not be hashed, but
the resultant objects against the predicate (satisfying the (a, v)
part) would be checked whether returned objects satisfy all
clauses whatsoever. One assumption is that each query will
contain at least one hashable attribute with (a, v) pair.

In Algorithm 2, we see that a user invokes
searchObject(query) procedure whereas Sponge
invokes search(query) and retrieveObject(key)
procedures. Upon receiving a query, Sponge uses hash
functions on each (a, v) pairs in the query predicate to
generate a hash key for this query. This key designated
the location of the node who might store objects satisfying
this query. A standard DHT lookup is initiated that finds
the location of the requested node and meta information
stored at that node is searched to find objects that satisfy
the query. Note that the same hashing process is used while
fusing objects’ meta information across nodes (while inserting
objects) and while serving a query. If two cases (insertion
and search) are constituent of the same set of attribute-value
pairs, they are bound to meet at the same node (unless some
nodes failed in between or some joins, which are handled
separately).

Sponge can handle network dynamics. In that, if the system
does not find any suitable results, i. e., query returns empty,
it might indicate that the target node for query might be
different from the node where metadata was stored. This can
be happened due to some node joining or some node failing.
Sponge then initiates a search discarding one of the attributes at
random from the original one. This now might map to another
node that might contain correct results. This process continues
until a threshold amount of time is elapsed or no result is
found for current combination of attributes. From this scenario,
service to the query can be divided to two parts. Part one serves
when the number of attributes traced from query string is less
than or equal to the number of attributes that has been used to
store an object to a peer node and the other part serves when
the number of attributes traced from query string is higher. We
have discussed these two types of query as follows.

Let, |q| denotes the attribute list traced from query string
and k denotes the maximum combination of attributes that has
been used to store meta information to a peer node. Then we
find two cases to serve response to any query.



When |q| ≤ k : In this case, our system can answer exactly
provided that the list of attributes is valid.

When |q| > k : In this case, our system cannot provide
exact answer rather than serve search results taking first k
attributes under consideration only.

Search procedure provides a list of keys which is the
result of provided query string. If user wants to download
and install an app in his/her device, any of those keys will
be used to fetch the original app content respectively invoking
retrieveObject(key) procedure.

C. Overhead Allowance

Due to various combination of attributes, a reasonable
amount of overhead is introduced throughout the system. We
have made this possible in our system to keep it tunable.
A system administrator may allow a percentage of original
storage as overhead. In this subsection, we present a road map
estimation for overhead allowance in the proposed system.

Let the number of objects be N , the number of attributes
for each object be n, average size of each object is denoted by
s, size of meta data for each object be m and k denotes the
allowed combination of attributes in the system. Then meta
information of each object will be inserted to

(
n
k

)
peers. The

total size of meta data for N objects will be N
(
n
k

)
m. As each

object has an average size of s, total storage for N objects
will be Ns+N

(
n
k

)
m. So, system overhead can be calculated

as,

Overhead =
N
(
n
k

)
m

Ns

=

(
n

k

)
m

s

Here, m
s is termed as meta ratio. If we would like to

allow 10% overhead in the system having 100 nodes with the
parameters value n = 10, m = 100 byte, s = 100 KB, then
we will to find a suitable value for k as follows:(

n

k

)
m

s
≤ 0.1

or,

(
10

k

)
100

100000
≤ 0.1

or,

(
10

k

)
≤ 100

here, for k = 1, 2, 3, the value of
(
10
k

)
will be 10, 45 and

120 respectively. In this case, a wise choice for k is 2. So we
can say that for the give parameters value above, if we would
like to allow 10% in the system we must restrict the value
of as k ≤ 2. To this end, it must be ensured that the total
number of nodes in the system will be enough to promote

(
n
2

)
peer nodes. A network administrator can allow any required
overhead to the system using the equation,

(
n
k

)
≤ overhead

meta ratio .
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have implemented the Sponge system using Python
v. 2.7.6 language with standard kademlia package. The ex-
perimental PC is configured as Windows 8, Intel Core2 duo
2.2GHz, 2GB RAM. We have conducted the experiments for
both multi-attribute insertion and retrieval operation.

We run several type of experiments on our implemented
system for different experimental set ups. In our system, all
nodes are peer nodes. A peer node may contain both the
original objects (data items) and the meta data information
about the objects. In Figure 2, we show load distribution to
different nodes. For this experimental set up, we use 50 nodes
and 105 objects. We see that different peer nodes contain
different volume of load distribution. However, some peers
have no load distribution. This is because of no id generation
of that peers after performing hash function on different
combination of attributes. We also see that peers who contain
the original content follows a power distribution law.

A measurable amount of messages are passed throughout
the system during insertion, searching and retrieval of objects.
During this message passing, a significant amount of network
bandwidth is consumed. So, we keep here the number of
message passing as small as possible. In our system, it needs∑k

i=1

(
n
i

)
+ 1 messages while inserting an object into the

system. While searching and retrieval of object from the
system, it needs a constant amount of messages except node
failure. As it needs some network latency to send messages,
in the simulated environment, we have assumed 200 ms delay
as round trip.
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In Figure 3 we show average query time for different values
of k (k = 1, 2, 3) (excluding network latency). In this Figure,
value of q denotes the number of attributes extracted from
query string. For this experimental set up, we use 102 nodes,
10 types of attributes and 103−104 objects. Here, we also show
the standard deviation for query processing for various values
of k. We see that time variation for several query processing is
very small. Obviously, our system responds for a single query
within fraction of a second.

In Figure 4, we show another experimental results which
about the results size of a query. Results contain the number
of keys for corresponding objects. In this Figure, we see that
when query string contains one attribute (q = 1) then our
system responds with higher volume of result set rather than
other two. Notably, we see that there are some inflations in
the results for q = 2, 3. This is because of not getting exact
answer for the provided attributes. Then system initiates a
search discarding an attribute randomly which results in larger
volume of output.

We analyze the facilities of storing objects using combi-
nations of different attributes. When objects are stored using
single attribute only then a query having more than one
attribute is served as an intersection of results for a sequence
of queries containing each of those attributes. Simply, this
type of service takes long time to respond. In this case, a
single query takes 202.3 ms (including network latency) on
an average to serve. But when combination of attributes is
used to store objects to peer nodes then it takes 201.37 ms
(including network latency) on an average to serve. So, it
definitely facilitates to serving queries in low latency but this
will introduce higher system overhead.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a P2P system to show
the underlying structure of a distributed app store which gives
results for both single attribute and multiple attributes i.e.,
search string can contain multiple words. Our performance
results shows that it performs well to process distributed
searching of object(s) from the system in low latency. We have
also shown that our system facilitates a network administrator
to allow any required overhead. Any system that needs multi

attribute queries in time-sensitive, light-weight and efficient
manner, will get benefits from our system.
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